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ABSTRACT 
Various statistics of temperature profiles are examined in an atlempt to distinguish irreversible struc-
tures due to mixing fro m reversible distortions induced by internal wave straining. Even if all the low 
gradient regions were the result of mixing events, an analysis of the profiles shows that such events are 
rare and most often incomplete . An upper bound on the mixing effectiveness is obtained ; it increases 
as the vertical scale decreases. Taking next the oppos ite view that internal wave straining is the sole 
process, an analyt ic model is developed to calculate the probabilit y dens ity function of temperature 
gradients. The model considers the straining by a weakly nonlinear Gaussian internal wave field of a 
linear temperature profile . The nonlinearity of the field is essent ial to account for the skewness of the 
probability distributions . Compariso ns with data are quite satisfactory at scales larger than - 2m, less 
so at smaller scales. We conclude that nonlinear effects are important; at scales larger than - 2 m strain-
ing is dominant with very lillie mixing, while at smaller scales irreversible structures are more prevalent. 
1. Introduction 
The presence offinestructure has been noted by a ll 
observers who have made continuous profiles in 
lakes or the oceans. Variability in even single pro-
fi les is ubiquitous and can be seen most c learly by 
displaying the temperature gradient (Fig. 1). If the 
gradient is formed by fi rst-differencing the profi le, 
it is found that the variability increases as the 
differencing interval is decreased until the diffusive 
cutoff is reached at scales of a few em. The term 
finestructure is usua lly applied to fluctuations with 
scales of - I m and greater, which are too great to 
be directly affected by molecular diffus ion. 
Investigators have ascribed the origin of the fine-
structure to several processes. Based on gradient 
fluctuations found in bathythermograph traces , 
Eckart (1 948) pointed out the importance of de-
formation of the temperature fie ld by velocity shear. 
Because much of the shear is due to internal 
waves , these fluctuations can be termed reversible 
finestructure since they result in no mixing. More 
recently, Cooper and Stommel (1968) emphasized 
the irreversible aspects of fi nestructure that is 
created when a mixing event alters the profil e. 
Distinguishing between these two aspects of fine-
structure is important for developing a better under-
standing of internal waves and mixing. Much of the 
information about internal waves has been obtained 
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by assuming that the temperature field is a passive 
tracer of water motion. In particular , the spectral 
parameterization of Garrett and Munk (1975) was 
developed by assuming that fluctuation s in the tem-
perature field a re linearly related to the displace-
ment field . Any irreversible structures thus con-
stitute an undesirable noise in the observations . 
The opposite situation occurs when it is assumed 
that the temperature fie ld represents only the 
vestiges of past mixing events . If internal wave 
deformation were not important, low gradient sec-
tions would be the sites of the most recent events, 
and high gradients would mark their boundaries. 
An additional impetus for understanding the 
nature of finestructure comes from acoustics. Re-
cent works (Desaubies, 1978; Ewart , 1980; Flatte 
et a!., 198 1) have identified finestructure as an 
important factor in producing amplitude fluctuat ions 
in the ho rizontal transmission of high-frequency 
signals . 
In reviewing the literature about finestructure , 
we found that some authors have developed simple 
analytical models which assume that the tempera-
ture profi le contains thin , completely mixed layers. 
In these "sheet and layer" models, a ll of the 
temperature change occurs across the sheets . Al-
though the statistics of !::J.T/8 (8 is the differencing 
interva l) exhibit a good fit to data for 8 larger than 
the scales of e ither sheets or layers, it has never 
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FtG. I. Deconvolved MSR profile from the main thermocline of the central North Pacific. The 
spatial resolution of the record is - I em. Plots to the right are temperature gradients (11T/I'l) formed by 
first-differencing the temperature over the 15 scales indicated. As 15 is decreased the variability in 
!1T//'l decreases as does the average separation of local maxima. 
been demonstrated that the model is physically 
correct. In contrast, other authors have asserted that 
wave deformation is the dominant effect. From the 
high gradients apparent in Fig. I , it is evident that 
such a mechanism requires very high strain over 
scales as small as }-2 m. The consistency of such 
strain with the prevailing statistical description of 
the wave field (Garrett and Munk, 1975; hence-
forth referred to as GM 75) also has not been 
presented. 
In this paper we describe our investigations of 
both the irreversible and reversible aspects of fine-
structure. In considering irreversible finestructure, 
we used high-resolution temperature profiles to 
determine whether the small-scale structure is in 
fact consistent with the sheet and layer model. Fol-
lowing this approach we have used the data to put 
bounds on the effectiveness of the mixing. In 
considering the effects of internal wave strain, we 
began with the heat equation and considered the 
importance of both linear and nonlinear terms. To 
obtain quantitative estimates of the deformation for 
comparison with the D.T/8 data , a simple model, 
which is implicitly nonlinear, was developed. 
2. Irreversible finestructure 
a. Sheets, layers and Poisson processes 
In a series of flow visualization studies, Woods 
(1968) observed the deformation of dye markers 
injected into the seasonal thermocline near Malta. 
One set of experiments used the distortion of 
wakes left by dropped dye pellets to examine 
vertical shear. Based on the observed patterns, 
Woods concluded that " the (seasonal) the rmocline 
is a series of thin laminar-flow sheets of high static 
stability separated by weakly turbulent layers of 
only moderate density gradient and a few meters 
thick" . Subsequent dye packets released into the 
sheets spread laterally, revealing waves and oc-
casional shear instabilities along the sheets. 
The qualitative model of the thermocline de-
scribed by Woods was made the basis for quan-
titative models by subsequent investigators . Funda-
mental to the sheet and layer model is the 
assumption that finestructure is created by discrete 
mixing events, which occur randomly in space and 
time. Therefore , sections of profile with lower-than-
average gradients are the sites of the most recent 
events, while higher-than-average gradients mark 
the boundaries between mixed sections. Implicit 
in the model is the assumption of a clear distinc-
tion between sheets and layers. In the same vein, 
McKean ( 1974) treated the temperature profile, 
which was assumed to be equivalent to density , as a 
Poisson process in which the vertical thickness of 
mixing events is a random variable. The Poisson 
model is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Since 
the sheets, with thickness Ls, are assumed to be 
much thinner than the differencing interval o, the 
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gradients appear as impulse functions. Thus, the 
variability in !::i.T/8 is due to differing numbers of 
sheets within the successive intervals used to 
form !::i.T/8 . 
Hayes et a/. (1975) used the Poisson probability 
distribution as the basis for an analytic model of the 
probability density function p(!::i.T/8). The ir treat-
ment assumed that most of the sheets and layers 
had vertical scales less than the resolution of the 
CTD data . Therefore, they used Poisson statistics 
to predict the number of temperature jumps within 
inte rvals of 8 = 1- 10 m. Following this approach , 
the probability of obtaining n sheets in o is p(n) 
= (tJ.8)"e - 1J.Sfn!, where fJ. is the average number of 
sheets per meter. It was further assumed that the 
layers are completely mixed , i.e., with zero gradient , 
a nd that the temperature jump across each sheet is 
proportiona l to the length of the preceeding layer. 
From this a gamma probability distribution was 
obtained for p(!::i.T/8) . It was found that fJ. = 1.6 m- 1 
resulted in a good fit of the analytic distribution 
to the data. A somewhat more elaborate a pproach 
was followed by Joyce and Desaubies ( 1977), who 
computed fJ. from the profiles. In this case, the 
assumption was implicitly made that the minimum 
differencing interval, o = 0. 3 m, was not much 
greater than the thickness of the sheets ; hence 
the sepa ration of successive maxima gave the layer 
thicknesses (shown schematically in F ig. 3). The 
p. values ranged from 0.43 to 2 m- 1 as the estimated 
noise in the data was varied fro m 0 to 2 m °C. For 
8 - Ls much of the variability in !::i.T/8 results from 
the random positioning of the differencing intervals 
with respect to the sheets. 
Although the ana lytic curves developed from 
these models exhibited good agreement with the 
6 T 
8; 
z 
FIG. 2. Schematic view of the Poisson model of the thermo-
cline. The temperature profile is assumed to be composed of 
discrete homogeneous sections (layers) separated by thin regions 
of high gradient (sheets). The sheets are assumed to be thinner 
than the d ifferencing intervals of interest. Therefore, the vari-
ability in t::J.T/5 records that use S ~ L, is due to the different 
numbers of sheets that occur in successive S intervals . 
T 
z 
dT 
dZ e(',')~' 
e(~')~ 
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8 
FIG. 3. Schemat ic view of the thermocline in which sheets 
have thicknesses ;. S. In the ideal case with S ~ L., the pdf would 
be bimodal. Fo r S =- L, even if the actual sheets had only one 
gradient value, the t::J. TIS values would have a wide range due to 
the random positioning of the differencing intervals with respect 
to the sheets . 
data, particularly with p(!::i.T/8) for o ;;. I m, there 
has been no demonstration that the representation 
of the temperature profile as a Poisson process is 
correct. Poisson statistics are applicable in s itua-
tions where there are distinct and definable objects 
or events (Cox and Lewis, 1966); e.g., the arrival 
of e lectrons in a phototube, the scattering of 
acoustic energy from individual me mbers of a school 
of fish, or the distribution of galaxies in space. The 
events may be complex, with random amplitudes 
a nd fi nite duration , but a unique definition must 
exist. The range of o a nd p. values used in the 
sheet and layer models is equivalent to assuming 
that layer thicknesses are in the microstructure 
range, which is too small to be resolved by con-
ventiona l CTD measurements. To investigate 
whethe r the temperature profile is in fact a Poi sson 
process (i.e., whether distinct sheet a nd layer 
s tructures exist at scales of centimeters to tens of 
centimeters) we have used temperature data that 
resolved s tructures to the diffusive cut-off. 
b. Examination of high-resolution data 
If the assumptions made by previous investigators 
are correct, then as o is decreased, a distinct 
sepa ration of !::i.T/8 levels found in sheets versus 
layers should e me rge as o becomes equal to and then 
sma ller than L.,. The probability density fu nctions 
(pdf) in Fig. 3 illustrate this schematically. Thus, 
if there are de fina ble sheets and layers we should 
expect for o < L ., that : 
• p(!::i.T/8) should show a large number of very 
low gradients a nd a small numbe r of high grad ients. 
In an extreme case p(!::i.T/8) might be bimodal. 
• By defining a " trigger level" of !::i.T/8 it should 
be possible to dist inguish sheets from layers in a first 
differenced profi le. The location of the sheets should 
be stable as the magnitude of 8 is varied . 
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• Profiles of t::..T/o should show trends, or runs, 
reflecting the non-stationary nature of the tempera-
ture structure. This should contrast to the situation 
for o ~ L., when the large number of sheets in any 
differencing interval will result in complete random-
ness in the sequential distribution of !:::..T/o values. 
The observations we have used were obtained 
with the free-fall Microstructure Recorder (MSR) 
in the center of the subtropical gyre of the North 
Pacific (28°N, 155°W). Other characteristics of the 
data were discussed by Gregg (1977a ,b ; 1980). The 
data were recorded as high-pass temperature by 
filtering and amplifying the signal across a thermistor. 
During analysis, the profiles were reconstructed by 
digitally deconvolving the data to remove the effect 
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of the electronic transfer function . A separate low-
gain , but more stable, temperature record was used 
to correct for drift in the high-gain channel. The 
rms noi se of the recorded data was 8 p.°C. Because 
the analysis was performed with extended precision 
on a large computer, the noise was not increased . 
The pdf 's in Fig. 4 were obtained from five 
profiles taken in the depth range of 200- 400 m. 
Differencing intervals from 0.1 to 10 m were used 
(a larger number of STD profiles was used to form 
the 10 m values). For large o the distributions 
tend to a Gaussian form , reflecting the fact the 
t::..T values result from many apparently independent 
small fluctuations. As o decreases, the distributions 
become very skewed with a mode (most probable 
8=0.5 m 
°C/ m 
8= 1m 
8=10 m 
0 . 10 0 . 14 0 .18 
°C/ m 
FIG . 4. Probability density functions p( AT! f>) for f> values ranging from 0. 1 to 10m. Even with f> = 0.1 m, the pdf does not tend 
toward the distribution expected for a sheet and layer thermocline. The pdf 's are continuous rather than bimodal and do not 
provide a basis for an objective classification of low gradients versus high gradients. 
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value) of about one-half the mean gradient and a tai l 
extending to high gradients. 
The curve in Fig. 4 for 8 = 0.1 m is not appre-
ciably different than that for 8 = 1.0 m, and 
definitely does not show either of the forms 
portrayed schematically in Fig. 3. The same is 
true, if even smaller 8 values are used. [For ex-
ample, refer to Fig. 4 in Gregg (1980) where 8 
= 1.5 mm was used.] From pdf's such as these 
there is no basis for choosing a trigger value to 
separate sheets from layers. As a comparison , one 
of the few cases we have found of a sheet and 
layer profile was shown in Fig. 5a of Gregg and 
Sanford (1980). The pdf of that record , which was 
formed with 8 = 0.8 m, resembled the example in 
Fig. 4 for 8 = L ., . 
Although it is apparent that there is no clear dis-
tinction between sheets and layers, we wondered 
whether nevertheless it might not be possible to 
define typical scales of the high and low gradient 
sections by using the approach of Joyce and 
Desaubies. In doing so , we followed their definition 
of iJ-- 1 to be the average separation of successive 
maxima in the first-differenced records. When ap-
plied to the section shown in Fig. 1, values of 
0.032 , 0.048 , 0.15 and 0.48 m- 1 were obtained as 8 
decreased from 10 to 0.5 m. [n each case the mean 
spacing of the maxima corresponds to (3-4)8 and 
is thus a characteristic of the differencing interval 
rather than the temperature field. As evident in 
Fig . 5, examination of records at smaller scales 
reveals a similar situation. A few structures on the 
0.25 m scale persist as local maxima to the scale 
of the diffusive cutoff (e.g. , the sharp gradient near 
314.5 m in Fig. 5) but most are resolved into em 
scale maxima and minima. 
In spite of the lack of distinct sheets and layers, 
inspection of records such as Fig. 5 leaves one with 
the impression that there are structures - ~ to 2 m 
thick. For example, note that the shape of the 0.25 m 
difference record provides a good envelope for the 
maximum amplitudes of the smaller scale gradients. 
One way of objectively testing this impression is 
the run test , a simple non-parametric procedure 
which determines whether a data series is com-
pletely random or whether trends exist (Bendat and 
Piersol, 1971). The test consists of counting the 
number of times data values cross the median value 
for the series; consecutive data points on the 
same side of the median are termed runs. For a 
stationary, or homogenous, series of N points, the 
expected number of runs R is N/2. Values of R 
beyond the confidence limits about N/2 show that 
the series is not completely random , but contains 
non-random structures, or trends. 
Five first-differenced MSR records with 8 values 
of 0.5 to 10m, including the one shown in Fig. I , 
were examined . As seen in F ig. 6, the results are 
consistent with the !::..T/8 values being independent 
random variables for 8 > 2 m, but not for 8 of 1 m or 
DECREES C · • 01M • 09v1 ·10M ·25M 
13·0 13·2 13 ·4 13·6 13·8 ::1 · 002 0 ·010 -<l · 001 O·OOA ·0·001 0 · 003 -0 ·001 0 · 002 
-300. 0 ,.:.-.:--=.::.....::......::.::..._...:-:...,.:. 
-.302 · 0 
::ll4· 0 
·306· 0 
-n -o 
~ 
~ ·310 · 0 
w 
::2 
·312· 0 
-314·0 
·316· 0 
·318· 0 
320· 0 
F I G. 5. Expanded plot of a 20 m thick section of the data displayed in Fig. I. Differencing intervals 
of 6 = 0.0 1 to 0.25 m have been used. The separation of local maxima continues to decrease as 6 is 
decreased to the differsive cutoff at 6 = 0.01 m. Since these data had low microstructure levels , the 
increase in variability at small scales is the least that can be expected. Although some features persist 
as well-defined high gradients, e.g., the spike near - 315m, many are resolved into clusters of large 
amplitude gradients a few centimeters thick. 
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FIG. 6. Run tests applied to five first-differenced MSR records 
from 200- 400 m in the central North Pacific. The tests were run 
for five d ifferencing intervals. The plot gives the number of runs, 
defined as consecutive values on the same side of the median, as 
a function of N/2, where N is the number of points in the record. 
For a completely random series the expected number of runs is 
N/2. With 5 < 2 m the number of runs lies below the 95% con-
fidence limits for random data. Thus, larger scale gradient fea-
tures occur in a completely random manner, but there are 
coherent structures with scales less than 2m. 
0.15 
0.10 
FRACTION 
OF 
PROFILE 
0.25 
8•5m 
6 P.E. 
MAX(6P.E.l 
less. Thus, temperature differences over scales of 
2 m and larger occur sequentially in a random 
manner, while thinner ones tend to be clustered. 
c. Limits on mixing 
From the examination discussed above, we have 
concluded that there is no objective basis for the 
sheet and layer model of the typical thermocline 
nor for the use of Poi sson statistics . The gradient 
fluctuations are much too irregular to permit an ob-
jective separation of the profile into high versus low 
gradient sections. This, however, does make a 
strong statement about mixing in the thermocline: 
individual mixing events do not often go to comple-
tion, and rarely produce homogeneous sections of 
profile. Rather, they produce relatively minor 
changes in the stratification. 
If a profile that initially has the mean density gradi-
ent g is completely mixed over a thickness h, the 
increase in potential energy (PE) is Ggh 3/1 2. This 
is the maximum increase that can occur. If the mix-
ing ceases when the gradient has been reduced to 
g, with 0 < g < g, then the ratio of the actual in-
crease in PE to the maximum possible is: 
6.PE g -g 
(6.PE)max g 
In Gregg ( 1980) a demonstration was made to 
show that mixing patches occur randomly with 
respect to the finestructure. Thus, the typical 
mixing event will begin in a section with an initial 
gradient of g. The final gradient, with g < g, will 
give the degree of mixing achieved. The graphs in 
Fig. 7 show the fractions of the profile with g < g 
for 8 = 5 m and 0.5 m. In the 5 m case only 14% 
of the profile has been mixed to more than !h of the 
maximum and less than I% has been mixed to more 
than 0.85 of the maximum. The corresponding plot 
O.I5 8•0.5m 
0.101- r--- ,----r---
0.05 
1---
f---
0.25 0.50 0.75 
6 P.E. 
MAX(6P.E.) 
1---
1.0 
FIG. 7. Histograms showing fraction of the profile having temperature gradient 
less than the mean over vertical separation between 5 and 0.5 m. The abscissas are 
the ratio of the increase in potential energy to that corresponding to complete 
mixing. Thus a value of 0.75 corresponds to a gradient that is 14 of the mean 
and hence was mixed to ¥-1 of completion, if it was formed irreversibly. Since 
reversible strain can be partly responsible for the gradient levels, these histo-
grams represent upper limits on the irreversible increase in potential energy. 
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for 0.5 m is much higher at the greater completion 
levels , showing that events are much more likely to 
mix strongly at the smaller scales. 
The fractions of the profile given in Fig. 7 a re 
based on the assumption that all of the gradient fluc-
tuations are due to mixing and thus give upper 
bounds on the degree to which the profile has ac-
tually been mixed. These bounds should be con-
sidered in estimates of heat flu xes due to breaking 
internal waves , which usuall y assume that if an 
event occurs it will mix to completion. For example, 
Garrett (1979) points out that if the vertical shear 
spectrum cuts off at 0.1 cpm then most of the shear 
instabilities will occur over scales of about 12 m. 
Assuming that all events mix to completion , he 
estimated that one event every 30 h would be re-
quired to produce a turbulent heat flux equiva lent 
to Kz - I0- 4 m2 s- •. From plots similar to Fig. 7, it 
is evident that only a few percent of the events 
actua lly result in such complete mixing and that most 
produce less than ~ of the maximum possible 
change in PE. Thus , assuming the extreme case that 
a ll fine structure is irreversible, the frequency of 
occurrence should be increased by a factor of2-4 to 
produce the same heat flu x. This, in turn, implies 
that 12 m scale overturning events should be more 
common in profil e data. Using Garrett 's values, one 
would expect 5 to 10 active events in a l km profile. 
As discussed by Gregg (1980) the data have not 
exhibited such frequent large-scale events. 
3. The role of nonlinear straining on temperature 
observations 
1J = r wdt. (6) 
Within these approximations the temperature fluc-
tuation and its rate of change at one point are simply 
proportional to the internal wave vertical displace-
ment and velocity, respectively. 
The relation (5) can be derived in a s lightly dif-
ferent , but illuminating way. We assume now that 
if there were no internal waves, the temperature 
profile would be the equilibrium profile T0(z) ; in 
the presence of a vertical displacement field rJ(z, t ) 
the temperature observed at some depth z*, 
T(z*, t ) , is given by 
T(z *, t ) = T0 [z* - rJ(Z' , t)], (7) 
where z' is defined implicitly by 
z'(t) + rJ(Z', t) = z*. 
(For fixed observation depth z* the depth of origin 
of the isotherm z' is a function of time). The field 
rJ(z) can be expanded as 
rJ(Z*) = rJ(Z') + rJ(z ' ) ~I + · · · , 
OZ z ' 
(8) 
and approximated by rJ(z') = rJ(z*) provided I orJioz I 
~ l. Then the te mperature can be expressed in the 
form 
oT0 T(z*, t) = T0 [z* - rJ(Z*, t)] = T0(z* ) - rJ(Z* ' t) fu (9) 
provided that T0(z) is smooth enough. The result 
(9) is identical to (5). To derive (9) two independent 
assumptions have been made , l) the internal wave 
field is linear with negligible strain: I OrJioz I ~ I ; 
In the absence of diffusion, which takes place 
over time scales large compared to internal wave 
periods , the heat equation can be written 
2) the equilibrium profile T0(z) is a s lowly varying 
(l) function of depth, at least over lengths of the order 
of the displacement. 
a,T + u·VT = 0. 
The temperature field at point s can be expressed 
as the sum of a time independent part, representing 
the mean state, and a fluctuating component due 
to the internal waves: 
T(s, t) = T(s) + T'(s, t) , 
whereby (I) becomes 
81T'(s, t) + u ·Vf + u ·VT' = 0. 
If the first hypothesis were valid but not the sec-
ond , i.e., if there were in T0( z) sharp gradients (and 
la rge curvature) presumably related to the presence 
of irreversible structures with time scales longer 
(2) than the internal wave pe riod, then the expansion 
(9) is incomplete and should include higher order 
terms: 
(3) oT0 l o2T0 T = To - 1J - + - 1J2 -- · · · 
In the oceanic inte rna l wave field u and T are such oz 2 °22 
(10) 
that u11 • vt ~ wa., t , so that u · Vf = wazt· If (3) Taking the time average we obtain for the mean 
is linearized it then takes the usua l form and fluctuating parts: 
a,T' + wazt = 0 (4) 
or 
T' = -1Jazt , (5) 
where we have introduced the vertical di splacement 
- 12 o
2To 
T = T0 + -n -- + 2 ., 8z2 
oT0 l ( 2 -.) o2T0 
-1} - + - 1J - 1}- -- -
az 2 oz2 
T' 
( II) 
(12) . 
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Thus if irreversible structures with high gradients 
which persist over the averaging time are present 
in the profile T0(z), we conclude that: 
• The relations (5) and (9) do not hold and there is 
no simple relation between observed temperature 
fluctuations and internal wave displacements. 
• The nonlinear terms in (3) are important be-
cause vt = 'ilT'. 
• The time-averaged temperature at a point is not 
equal to T0 : t * T0 [Eq. (II)] . 
The difficulties associated with this situation con-
stitute the so-called fine structure contamination 
problem and have been the object of a number of phe-
nomenologic studies (Reid, 1971 ; Phillips, 1971; Gar-
rett and Munk, 1971; McKean, 1974; Joyce and 
Desaubies, 1977; Eriksen, 1978; Levine, 1979). We 
shall not discuss it further here. 
Another interesting situation arises when the non-
linearity of the wave field cannot be neglected. In-
deed one can estimate (see below) that the rms strain 
[(i11)1i1z)2 )l'2 = 0(1) in the ocean. To demonstrate 
the resulting effects we shall now assume that T0(z) 
is very smooth and write T0(z) = gz, i.e ., a linear 
profile with constant mean gradient g. 
If the expression (5), now written T' = -g 1J is 
substituted in the nonlinear term of (3) we have 
o,T' + (1 - Oz1J)1Vg - g u 11 • 'V1J = 0, ( 13) 
showing that the nonlinear vertical advective term 
wozT' is of order Oz1J compared to the linear term. 
The horizontal advection term is of the same order, 
as can be seen by comparing IVOz1J to u11 • 'V1) , or 
more simply by substituting a Fourier component 
T' - exp(ik ·x) into u·VT': 
U · VT' - iku · U + ik vW . (14) 
For an incompressible fluid , V · u = 0, so that for a 
single wave component the two terms cancel ex-
actly; for a superposition of waves we expect the 
two terms to be of comparable magnitude. 
We see then that the nonlinear terms, which repre-
sent the advection of the waves by themselves, are 
proportional to the strain Oz1J and to the slope 'V111). 
Eq. (13) shows that the temperature fluctuations are 
no longer proportional to the displacement field. 
This last remark can be clarified by considering 
Eq. (7), which becomes, for a linear profile T0 = jjz, 
T( z*, t) - gz* = - g1)(z ' , t). (15) 
The temperature fluctuation is proportional to the 
displacement 1J(z', t), not to 1J(Z*). The latter is the 
displacement undergone by the isotherm whose mean 
depth z* is the observation depth; at z*, however, 
at any given time, another isotherm is observed , 
which has mean position z' and has been displaced 
by 1)(z' , t) to reach z*. As time elapses different 
isotherms are observed at z* and z' is a function of 
time. The difference between 1J(Z*) and 1J(z') is given 
by (8) and is proportional to the strain i11)1 az. It is 
important to specify clearly how the displacement 
is defined when it is used to derive a vertical velocity. 
Our goal is now to consider the implications of 
these considerations for the relationship between 
the displacement and temperature statistics. 
4. A model of the temperature statistics 
The fundamental description of a random process 
is given by its probability density function. We pro-
pose, therefore, to derive here an expression for the 
probability density of temperature, assuming that 
we know the statistics of the displacement field. 
The problem we addressed can be stated as follows. 
Consider a temperature field T0(z) to be function 
of depth only , and let this field be deformed by a 
three-dimensional, time-dependent displacement 
field with given probability distribution . What is the 
resulting probability distribution of the temperature 
field? 
The temperature gradient T0 = gz is assumed con-
stant. The displacement field is assumed to be a 
Gaussian process, i.e., if two particles with mean 
position s1 and s2 are displaced to s1 + ~~, and s2 
+ ~2 , then the joint probability density function of 
~~, ~2 is given by 
p(~l• ~21 d) 
= <27T>- Gi c l- l'2 exp Lidl ~r.j=ll cij l~~~j ). (16) 
where 'is the 6-vector (~~o ~2), C is the covariance 
matrix with elements ( ~1 , ~j) , C its determinant, 
and I CuI the cofactor of ( ~1 , ~i ) . The co variances 
are functions of d = s1 - s2, and this fact is empha-
sized in the notation p(~1 , ~2l d). The Gaussianity of 
the vertical displacement has been checked by 
Briscoe ( 1977) and Gregg ( 1977a) on the basis of 
temperature data. They concluded that their data 
were consistent with a normal distribution. How-
ever, because of the subtleties involved in defining 
the displacement, their results must be viewed with 
caution. There is some theoretical justification for 
assuming a normal distribution if the internal wave 
field consists of a set of randomly phased weakly 
interacting waves . Then the central limit theorem 
predicts a normal distribution. However if the inter-
actions between various wave components are 
strong, as suggested by Holloway ( 1980), definite 
phase relations are established and the central limit 
theorem does not apply. Nonetheless , we shall use 
the distribution (16) as our starting point ; if it could 
be shown that another expression were more ap-
\ 
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propriate, our formalism would remain entirely 
applicable . 
To render the problem tractable we must make a 
more drastic approximation . It can be seen that the 
relation in (15) involves only the vertical component 
YJ of the displacement g; we shall therefore neglect 
a ll horizontal displacements so that a particle ob-
served at some point is assumed to have originated 
somewhere on a vertical passing through that point. 
In the context of the preceding section this is tanta-
mount to neglecting the horizontal advective terms 
in the heat equation. It follows from this simplifica-
tion that our final results have only a qualitative 
value which will be discussed in due time. 
The distribution (16) becomes now 
P(YJ, , YJ2i Y) = [21TZ2(1 - p2Wtt2 
x ex l- YJ•2 + YJl - p(y)YJ,YJ2] (17) 
p 2Z2(1 - p2) ' 
where y = I z2' - zt' l is the mean vertical separa-
tion ofthe isotherms considered, p = p(y ) = (YJ 1YJ2 )/ 
Z 2 is the displacement correlation, Z 2 = ( YJ 12) 
= (YJ22) its variance. 
a. Temperature statistics at one sensor 
Consider first a simple problem in which a sensor 
at a fixed depth z* measures temperature. Given 
the displacement distribution (17) we wish to deter-
mine the probability density function of observed 
temperature. To render the problem more interest-
ing we assume, in this example only , that the vari-
ance Z 2 is a function of depth, i.e. , Z = Z(z). 
From Eq. (7) the observed temperature is 
T = T(z .,J = T0[z* - YJ(z ' )] 
= g [z* - YJ(z')] = gz' ( 18) 
z' + YJ(z') = z* 
Clearly, since YJ is a random variable, so is z' . From 
Eq. (17) an isotherm with mean depth z' has dis-
placements distributed according to 
p(YJ lz ' ) = [(h)t'2Z] - • 
x ex - = z' l YJ2 ] P 2Z2(z') - f(YJ, ). (19) 
The cumulative distribution F(T) is defined as the 
probability that a given observation t ~ T. For the 
event t ~ T to happen it is necessary and sufficient 
that the isotherm T (with mean depth z = T/ g) be 
displaced to a level above the observation depth 
z*: YJ(z) ;.;.: z* - z. This is expressed by 
F(T) = Pr(f ~ T) = Pr[z* - YJ(z) ~ Tlg] 
= Pr[YJ(z) ;.;.: z*- Tlg] = Pr[YJ(z) ;.;.: z*- z] 
= J"' . _ f(YJ, z)dYJ 
z ,-z 
= (21T)112 r-z z-l exp( - YJ2/2Z2)dYJ, (20) 
wherein Z = Z(z) = Z(TI g) and Pr[ ] is the proba-
bility of the event in brackets. The density function is 
p(Tiz*) = 8rF(T) = g - 'a;z F = [(21T)112g]- •z- • exp[ - (z* - z)2/2Z2) + (Z '/Z4) r_z dYJe-""2 ' 2Z2(YJ2 - Z2) 
= [(h)1' 2g)-1[Z + (z* - z)Z' )Z- 2 exp[ -(z* - z)2/2Z2) 
_ d [ (z . - z) J _ 
= -[(21T)•'2g ]- • dz * Z exp[ - (z* - z)2/2Z2], (21) 
where, again , Z = Z(T/g ), Z ' = dZ/dz. 
This distribution is very different from normal; 
it is easy to verify thatf p(Tiz,JdT = 1, as required. 
One also finds that 
( T) =F gz* = T0(z*). (22) 
In words, the mean temperature observed at some 
depth z* is different from the temperature of the 
isotherm which has that depth as its equilibrium 
position. This is a consequence of our temporary 
assumption that the displacement variance Z is 
depth dependent, and can be understood intuitively. 
If Z increases with depth, isotherms above z* have 
smaller variance than those below and are less likely 
to reach z*. Thus isotherms from below will be 
observed more often than those from above and the 
temperature distribution will be skewed, with mean 
temperature smaller than T0(z*). If Z is constant , as 
we shall assume from now on, (21) reduces to a 
normal distribution with mean ( T) = gz* = T0(z*) 
and variance ( P ) = (gZ)2 • We have treated this 
example because it contains all the features of the 
more relevant and complex problem to be treated 
now. 
b. Temperature gradient statistics between two 
sensors 
Consider two sensors, fixed in space along the 
same vertical , at depths z, and z2 , let 8 = z2 - z1, 
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2~ = 2 '1 • Y ~------ - - 2 1 +8 =2 2 
___ j~2 !8 
OEPTHt 
y 
2\ 
" ------- ---21 ~~-l~1 
,... 
TIME 
OR SPACE 
Frc. 8. Schematics of the displaced isotherms indicating the notation: an isotherm 
with equilibrium depth z/ is displaced by 711 and is observed at z1 = z1' + 711• 
(Fig. 8). Temperature is observed at each sensor and 
we wish to determine the statistics of the tempera-
ture difference T2 - T 1• As before, the isotherm ob-
served at z; originates at z'; and has been displ aced by 
YJ; = 'T)(z ' ;); the temperature observed at z; is then , as 
in (18), T; = T0(z;) = g [z; - YJ;(z;' )] = gz;' , with 
z;' + 7); = Z;, i = I , 2. Generalizi ng (20), we write 
the joint cumulative distribution 
F(Tr. T2) = Pr(11 :.;;; Tr. and 1 2 :.;;; T2 ) 
= Pr[g (z1 - 7)1) :,;;:; T1 and g(z2 - 1}2) :,;;:; T2] 
= Pr('T/r ;;. Z1 - T11g and 'YJ2 ;;. Z2 - T2 /g ) 
= r -d'T/r J"' - dYJ2[27TZ2(1 - p2) 112]-r 
z 1-T1/o z2 -T2 /u 
X ex [ - 'T/r2 + '11l - 2pYJ r'T/2 ] (23) 
p 222(1 - p2) ' 
where , as in (17) , p = p(z2' - z1') = p[(T2 - T 1)/g] 
is a function of the random variables T ;. 
From this expression the probability density func-
tion of the observed temperature difference T2 - T1 
can be calculated. T he a lgebra is rather cumbrous 
and is given in the appendix. The result is 
p(y lo) = (27T)-r '2 { ( s" + [s + (os; y)s']2) 
X exp[- ~c ~ yrJ} , (24) 
where s(y) = Z{2[ 1 - p(y)]} 112 will be recognized 
as the rms value of the difference in displacements 
of two isotherms whose equilibrium separation is 
y. Distributions of related random variables can 
readily be derived from (24). For instance, denoting 
the analytical expression p(y lo) = f(y, 8), the den-
sity of the grad ient g = gy/8 is 
p(gl8) = 8g- lf(8glg, 8). (25) 
5. Evaluation of the model 
In order to estimate the distribution of gradients 
given in (24), an analytical expression for the cor-
relation p(y) is required. If the continuous repre-
sentation of the GM 75 spectrum is used (Desaubies, 
1976) , the wavenumber spectrum of the displace-
ment is 
¢((3) = 27T- r(3*Z2({32 + (3* 2)- r, 
r f/>((3)d(3 = Z 2; 
its cosine transform is the corre lation function 
(26) 
p(y ) = z-2 { " cos(3ycf>(f3)d(3 = exp( - (3*y). (27) 
Thus, two parameters describe the interna l wave 
field ; the variance Z 2 , proportional to the energy 
level ; and the bandwidth (3* (which is the inverse 
of the corre lation length) . 
With (27) the function s(y) = Z [2(1 - p)] 112 (24) 
has the properties 
s(O) = 0, lim s (y) = Jiz, s ' (y) > 0, 
y-oc 
lim s' = 0. (28) 
u-x 
Some of the properties of (24) can be deduced 
by integration: 
J
b' Jb Pr(a' < g < b') = a• p(g io)dg = a f(y, 8)dy , {
a = a'8/g 
b = b'ol g 
= (27T)- 112 r (s" + [(8 - y)s' + s]2/s3 ) exp{ -!12[(8 - y)/s]Z }dy . (29) 
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lntroducingr(y) = (8- y )/s ,r' = - [ s + (8- s)s'] 
x s-2 and integrating the first term by parts yields 
Pr(a ' < g < b') 
{ Jr(b) } = (27T)- 1/2 [ s'e-r•l2]~ _ e- r• l2dr r(a) (30) 
Particular cases of interest are Pr(g < 0) = 0, 
Pr(g < co) = I , as required , and 
Pr(O < g <g) = \.-2 + (27T)- 112s'(8). (3 1) 
Numerical integration shows that (g) = g. Because 
of the exponential factor in (24) values of y close to 
8 contribute most to the density, for large 8 those 
values of y are large and the derivatives s' and s" 
become very small as s(y) approaches a constant. 
The distribution (24) is thus nearly normal for large 8. 
For small 8 however, the departures from Gaussian 
are significant, with a large skewness . 
To quantify these statements the value of the 
parameters Z and {3* must be determined. Within 
8= .5 i 0.3l >- 0 .3 f- II 
t: 
(/) 
z 
w 
0 
~ 
the framework of the GM 75 model, Z and {3* should 
be universal constants. However , variations by fac-
tors of 2 or so can be expected , depending on loca-
tion. For the data discussed here, Gregg (1977a) 
deduces, from temperature spectra, a level [see 
Eq . (26)). 
21r- 1{3*Z2 = 1.2 x I0- 1 m2 cpm, 
i.e. , 
{3*Z2 = 1.88 I0- 1 m2 cpm = 1.18 m2 m- 1• 
Values ofZ and {3* consistent with GM 75 (Desaubies, 
1976) are , with a buoyancy frequency of n = 3.7 
cph, Z = 6.4 m, {3* = 2.88 x I0-2 m- 1 • The shape 
of the curves (24) is however very sensitive to the 
choice of Z and {3*; the best fit between data and the 
model is shown in Fig. 9, with Z and {3* as indicated . 
It is not possible to fit the data with a single choice 
of Z and {3*; the gradients estimated over 8 = 5 and 
10 m can be fitted with parameters closest to those 
determined a priori from the internal wave model. 
8 = 1 j I " 8=2 0.3 
>- 0.2~ Ill\ ...j 02~ Ill ...j 02 
1-
:::i 
ro 
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0.11- II ~ a: 
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the model [Eqs. (24) and (25)] with the data. Values of the parameters are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I. Summary of the values of the parameters giving the 
best fit to the data (Fig. 9). The last two columns give the proba-
bility that the observed gradient is smaller than the mean. 
ll 
(m) 
0.5 
I 
2 
5 
10 
z 
(m) 
4 
4 
4 
4 
6.4 
{3. 
(m- •) 
J0-2 
J0- 2 
2 X J0- 2 
3 X J0- 2 
3 X J0- 2 
Pr(g < g) 
[Eq. (3 1)] 
0.66 
0.6 1 
0.6 1 
0.58 
0.58 
Pr(g <g) 
(data) 
0.62 
0.59 
0.57 
0.58 
0.55 
Nonetheless the main features of the data, i.e ., 
the skewness with the most probable value smaller 
than the mean , are well reproduced with values of 
Z and /3* that are not unreasonable. The prob-
ability of observing a gradient smaller than the mean 
as given by (31) is shown in Table I , together with 
the experimental value. 
The sensitivity of the curves to the parameters is 
shown on Fig. 10. If the linear relation (5) was used 
to relate temperature to displacements there would 
result, in lieu of (24) and (25), a normal di stribution 
p(y 18) = (27T)- 112s - 1(8) exp - - -- . { 1[8-y]2 } 2 s(8) (32) 
A comparison between (24) and (32) is given in 
Fig. 11. 
Even though our simplified model reproduces 
successfully the main features of the temperature 
gradient distributions for reasonable choices of the 
>-1-
(/j 
z 
w 
0 
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::J 
ii5 
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co 
0 
0:: 
a.. 
0 
Z=IO.Om 
(\ 2.0m 
I \ 
I I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
•elm 
60 
40 
0 
internal wave parameters, it is unsatisfactory that 
one set of parameters does not fit all the curves. We 
can think of four reasons for this deficiency. 
First, the model considers only the vertical advec-
tion , neglecting the horizontal terms. Since we have 
shown the two effects to be of the same order of 
magnitude, this approximation is an obvious source 
of error. To account for horizontal advection the 
general expression (16) should be used instead of 
(17). The essential difference would be that two par-
ticles observed at z2 and z 1 on the same vertical 
have, in their equilibrium position, a separation with 
horizontal and vertical components . The correlation 
of their displacements, being a function of the sepa-
ration , would thus be decreased. 
Second, as discussed above, irreversible processes 
are responsible for some of the temperature struc-
ture. It is perhaps significant in that respect that our 
straining model reproduces the observed histograms 
(Fig. 9) for the largest separations (8 = 5 and 10 m) 
with the values of Z and {3* closest to those deter-
mined a priori from the internal wave field , while 
for the smaller separations (8 ~ 2 m) we had to tune 
Z and {3* to fit the data. This is consistent with the 
results of the run tests (Fig. 6), which indicate that 
for 8 < 2 m trends occur, suggesting that at these 
smaller scales irreversible processes are present. 
Third, the way the histograms were constructed 
from temperature profiles does not entirely conform 
to the stati stical assumptions of the model. The 
gradient data were obtained by choosing a differ-
encing interval 8 and calculating, for successive 
100 
80 
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i li'h 8.10-3 m-• 
!I 
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'I ~ 
I 
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•e1m 
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TEMPERATURE GRADIENT 
FIG. 10. Sensitivity of the probability density [Eq. (24)] to the various parameters. All curves have ll = 2 m. 
Left {3* = 2 x 10- • m- •, f3c = oo; center f3. = 2 x J0- 2 m-• , Z = 4 m; right Z = 4 m, f3c = oo; other values as 
indicated . 
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FIG. II. Comparison of Eq. (24) with the normal distribution (32); parameters as in Table I. 
points, the gradient g 1 = (TH 1 - T 1)/o. Successive 
observations are therefore not independent, in con-
trast to the model which assumes g to be a random 
variable. Fourth, the joint Gaussian distribution 
(17), used as a starting point, assigns a finite prob-
ability to the event 'Y/ 1 > 'Y)2 + y, i.e., to the pos-
sibility that an isotherm T1 will overtake another 
one T2 , with T1 < T 2 , thus creating an inversion. 
Such a crossing of isotherms should not be allowed 
however, for it invalidates the notion of a continu-
ous single valued displacement field 'Y/(z); moreover, 
the arguments leading to (23) would not hold . For-
tunately, for the range of parameters o, Z, {3* con-
sidered here the probability Pr('Y/ 1 > 'Y)2 + y) turns 
out to be entirely negligible. Moreover, in the three-
dimensional problem an inversion can be created 
without crossing of the isotherms. · 
A somewhat puzzling point is raised by the use of 
the spectral representation (26). The mean square 
strain is given by 
((d'Y)/dz)2 ) = r {3 2cf>({3)d{3 = oo. 
To avoid this singularity we must require that as 
f3 ~ oo, cf>(/3) - O(W") , n > 3; for this reason we 
originally started this investigation with the conveni-
ent representation 
c/>({3) = K(l32 + /3/ )- 1(132 + {3/ )- 1, (33) 
where the constant K = 2Z27T- 1{3* f3c(f3c + {3*) is 
such that · 
r cf>(f3)df3 = Z2. 
Here f3c is a cutoff wavenumber such that for {3 ~ f3c 
(33) reduces to (26), while for {3 ~ f3c the required 
decaying behavior is obtained. The correlation func-
tion corresponding to (33) is simply 
p(y) = [f3c exp( - {3*y) - {3* exp(- f3cY)] 
X [/3c - /3*]- 1. (34) 
If we take for f3c the value f3c = 6.28 x 10- 1 m- 1 
suggested by the observations of Gregg (l977a) the 
strain variance becomes 
(( d'Y)Idz)2 ) = Z 2f3cf3* = 2.57 x 10-1 = (0.5)2 • 
The curves corresponding to different values of f3c 
are shown on Fig. 10, but the best fit to the data 
(Fig. 9) was obtained for f3c = oo. This is surprising 
since a cutoff is clearly required on physical grounds. 
6. Summary and discussion 
We have shown that the temperature structure 
observed in the ocean is in general the result of two 
distinct effects: irreversible structures resulting 
from occasional partial mixing events, and reversible 
distortions due to the straining by the internal wave 
field. The observed temperature profiles are quite 
irregular and cannot be objectively described as a 
series of well mixed layers separated by high gradi-
ent sheets. If the low gradient regions are the re-
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suits of mixing events, these events are rarely com-
plete and they produce only minor changes in the 
stratification. Over a scale of 5 m , for instance, only 
14% of the profile has gradients smaller than half 
the mean , indicating that the potential ene rgy in-
crease due to mi xing is very small. At smaller scales 
the mixing effectiveness seems to be larger (Fig. 7), 
as is suggested a lso by the run tests. These con-
siderations, however, point only to upper bounds 
since a ll the low gradient regions are not necessari ly 
the result of mixing but are also reversible distor-
tions induced by the inte rna l waves. 
One way to describe the irregular temperature 
profiles is by forming the probability dens ity func-
tion of the temperature gradients as measured over 
different vertica l scales. For scales from 10 em to 
10 m the curves have the same character (Fig . 4). 
They a re highly skewed with the most probable 
value smaller than the mean and a probability larger 
than one half of observing a gradient smaller than 
the mean Pr(g < g ) > 0.5. T his is reflected in the 
visual layered appearance of the profiles. 
We should note that the data of Fig. 4 are from an 
area characterized by low levels of mesoscale energy. 
In other locations there may be a different mix of 
internal wave strain and irreversible mixing. How-
ever, from o bservations in many areas we be lieve 
that the probability density functions we have 
used are representative of large areas of the ocean 
thermocline. 
The straining of the temperature fie ld by the in-
terna l waves produces reversible fluctuations. Previ-
ous models interpreted the gradient distributions as 
being due to the straining by a Gaussian linear in-
ternal wave fie ld of a sheet and layer profile. Since 
the re is some evidence that internal waves are non-
linear, and there is none fo r the sheets and layers, 
we have taken here the opposite view of a linear 
temperature profile distorted by nonlinear internal 
waves. This also results in skewed temperature 
gradient distributions. The simplified model devel-
oped here , which considers only the vertical advec-
tion of the isothe rms, accounts nonetheless for the 
distribution of observed gradients for scales larger 
than about 2 m , but is less convincing at smaller 
scales. We conclude that over scales larger than 
2 m the nonlinear straining effect could be domi-
nant, but that at the smalle r scales both reversible 
and irreversible structures contribute to the fluc-
tuations in the temperature profile. Because of this 
interplay between nonlinear strain and partial mix-
ing, it is extremely difficult to trace features in time 
and space. When attempts at mapping such features 
are made, it should be kept in mind that stra ining 
is significant both in the vertical and horizontal. 
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APPENDIX A 
Derivation of the Density [Eq. (24)] 
We must calculate the probability density func-
tion of T2 - T 1 from the joint cumulative distribu-
tion (23). We first change variables to simplify the 
notation: let z2 - Z1 = o, z2' - z1' = y; take z1 = 0; 
since the mean profile T0(z) = gz is linear, take g 
= I ; write T 1 = 1 1 = - 71 1 , T 2 = t 2 = o - 7)2 ; and re-
write (23) such that 
F(t1, 12) = [, d7)1 L~,2 d7)2[27TZ2( J - p2)112]- 1 
l 7J12 + 7)22 - 2p7)17J2] x exp - ....:.___....:.__ _ ....:.__..:........:~ 2Z2( J - p2) ' (A I) 
where p = p(t2 - 1 1) = p(y); we now write the joint 
densityp(1 t. 12) = J(II, t2) = 8~, ,2F(tt. t2), lett2- 11 
= y, t2 + 11 = 2z(a newz) , thenp(y , z) = f(z- y/2, 
z + y/2) and the derived density 
p(y ) = r"' f (z - y/2, z + yl2)dz. (A2) 
Now 
87, 12F(1 1, 12) = [Y<I8iz- 8~u]F(z - y/2, z + y/2), 
p(y) = r., dz[Y<!8~z - 8~11]F(z - y/2, Z + y/2) 
= Y<~a F(·.. . .. ) lz=oc: 
z ' z=-oc 
-r"' 8~11 F(' · ·, · · · )dz. (A3) 
The first term will turn out to be zero ; in the second 
it will be easiest to calculate 
r oc 8~11Fdz = 8u [., [auF(z - y/2, z + y/2)]dz . (A4) 
In (A 1), we change variables of integrations accord-
ing to 
7)2 - 7) 1 : s(y )J.L , s(y) = Z{2[1 - p(y )]} 112 l 
7)2 + 7)1 - 2o-(y)v, , (A5) 
o-(y) = Z{[ I + p(y ))/2} 112 
d711d7J2 = Z2(1 - p2) 112dJ.Ldv 
and define F(z - y/2, z + y/2) = G(y , z). We have 
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G(y , z) = (27T)- 1 {[ Jr dp., J"' dv 
-oo bz(ll-l 
+ f oo dp., f oo dv ]e -<v•+~J-•>12 } , (A6) 
r b3(1J.l 
where 
r = r(y) = (p - y)l s(y), 
bz(p.,) = (- p.,s + 28 - 2z- y )/(20"), 
b3(p.,) = (s p., - 2z + y)/(20") . 
From (A6) it is easy to show that the integrated 
term in (A3) , azF = azG I :00 = 0. Following the pre-
scription of (A4) we evaluate 
21TauG(y, z) 
= - dp., - exp[ - (p.,2 + bl )/2] - dp., -fr abz f"' ab3 -oo ay r ay 
(A7) 
x exp[ - (p.,2 + b 32)12] + r ' {[f dv 
b2(r ) 
-r dv ] exp[ - (v2 + r 2)/2] } 
b:l<r) 
The third term vanishes because b2(r) = bi r) 
= (p - 2z)/2U"; to perform the integration over ( -oo 
< z < oo) of the two remaining terms in (A 7) we 
interchange the order of integration: J dzdp., = J dp., 
x dz and change the variable of integration : -b2(p., ; 
z) = x in the first term - b3(p., ; z) = x in the second , 
(
ab )-I ( ab )-I dz = - az2 dx = - az3 dx = O"dX, 
so that 
- 27T [, [auG(y, z)]dz 
p(y ) = (27T)- 112 [ s" + [s + (8 - y )s ']
2 ] 
s3 
x exp [ ---(-8 _-_y )_
2 J 
2s2 
. (AS) 
Returning now to the original notation y = (T2 
- T 1)/g = D.Tig, 8 = z2 - z., and introducing D.T0 
= g8 = g(z2 - z1) and s(D.T) = gs(D.Tig) yields 
p(D.T) = (27T)- •'z[ s" + [s + (D.T :
3
- D.TH']2] 
f(x ,y) 
g = D.T/8 
g 
Ls 
p(x jb) 
Pr(e) 
s 
s(y) 
[ 
(D.To- D.T)2 ] • (A9) 
x exp - 2sz 
APPENDIX B 
Notation 
a function of x and y 
observed gradient 
mean gradient 
typical sheet thickness in a 
sheet and layer model 
probability density function 
of the random variables 
X = X 1 ••• X 11 With b aS a 
given parameter 
probability of the event e 
position vector 
= Z{2[l - p(y )]} 112 rms value of the displace-
ment difference 
T , 1', T0(z) 
y = z2 ' - z1' 
temperature, mean tempera-
ture at a point, equilibrium 
profile in the absence of in-
ternal waves 
= Jr e_,_.,2(l /2U")dp., J"' [ -O"(p.,s' + l) + 2U"'O"x ] z 
-oo - oo Z*' Zz, Z1 
vertical separation of equi-
librium depths of two iso-
therms 
depth in general 
observation depth 
equilibrium depth of an iso-
x e-x'12dx + f" e_,_.,2(l /2U")dp., 
X r .. [O"(p.,s' + l) + 2U" 1 0"X]e -x•IZdx 
= -~(27T) 112 [ ,. (p.,s' + l )e_,..12dp., 
z', z2', z 1' 
z 
f3 , /3* 
8 
+ ~(27T) I /2 L"' (p.,s' + l)e-~-<• 12dp., . ~ = (g . , g 2) 
Finally , 
- (27T) 112a u f .. (au G)dz = -e- r'12[r'(rs' + I) - s"]. 1-L 
-00 g 
Substituting these results into (A3) gives 
therm 
rms vertical displacement 
vertical wavenumber, band-
width 
vertical interval over which 
the temperature difference 
D. T is observed and the 
gradient computed 
a six-vector (g., g2 ) 
vertical displacement of iso-
therm from its equilibrium 
position 
average number of sheets 
per meter 
displacement vector of a 
particle 
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p = p(y) = ( r}2r]J )/Z2 correlation function ofverti-
cal displacements 
cf> power spectral den sity. 
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